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G L O S S A R Y



Adularescence  Also known as schiller, adularescence is an optical effect 
occurring in certain gemstones (like moonstone, opal, rose 
quartz & agates (like chalcedony) causing a milky, bluish 
glow to appear within the gemstone. This effect is caused 
by the interaction of light with the internal structure of the 
gemstone. As the stone is turned, the schiller appears to 
move and gives the impression of moonlight floating on 
water (hence the name given to “moonstone”). 

Alloy   A mixture of metals designed to enhance the strength/
durability or appearance of the resulting metal. For example, 
sterling silver is an alloy of 92.5% pure silver & 7.5% copper.  
14K yellow gold is an alloy of 58.5% pure gold and 41.5% silver 
& copper.  

Anvil   A metalworking tool that consists of a flat metal surface 
upon which metal is struck. The surface texture of the 
anvil will transfer to the metal being struck upon it, so a 
highly polished anvil will give a smooth surface. Anvils are 
a necessary tool for metalsmiths that create jewellery from 
scratch. Many resourceful jewellers create their own anvils 
from old railroad ties.  

Bail   A bail is the piece of metal that attaches a pendant or charm 
to a necklace. Bails can be highly decorative or clean and 
minimal. At Mikel Grant Jewellery we often use our signature 
double or triple jump ring bail as it provides a refined look as 
well as being a very secure attachment. 

Bangle   A continuous, rigid bracelet designed to slip over the hand 
and around the wrist.

Baroque Pearl  A pearl shape that isn’t perfectly round. Baroque pearls have 
beautifully irregular shapes that are celebrated for their 
uniqueness.

Beveled Edge  A bevel (or chamfer) softens the edge of a piece of metal so 
that it isn’t perfectly 90 degrees. This is done for the sake of 
comfort and wear resistance. At Mikel Grant Jewellery all of 
our flat pieces are beveled for comfort.

Bezel Set    The most secure type of gemstone setting. A bezel consists 
of a solid strip or tube of silver or gold that wraps around a 
gemstone and is pushed over the top holding the stone in 
place. This type of stone setting protects the sides of the 
stone, allowing for a more durable piece of jewellery.

Birthstone  Birthstones are precious or semi-precious gemstones 
associated with each month of the year or sign of the zodiac.  

Burnished   Burnishing is a technique used to polish metal by rubbing.  
We tumble polish, or burnish, our metal jewellery: a very 
eco-friendly process that doesn’t require chemicals or 
polishing compounds.  

Button Pearl  A pearl that is shaped sort of like a button: flat on the 
bottom and round on the top and curved on the sides. It 
looks as if the bottom quarter was cut off of a sphere shape. 
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Cabochon    A type of gemstone cut. A cabochon has a flat back and a 
rounded top. A traditional cut for translucent or opaque 
gems like turquoise and opal. Cabochon cuts are great for 
highlighting the surface features of a stone.

Carat   A carat is the measurement of gemstone weight. A carat is 
200mg (1/5 of a gram). 

Casting    A method of making jewellery often used to create multiples 
of a design. A wax model is created and encased in a plaster 
mold. The wax is burned out of the mold and molten metal 
poured in taking the shape of the wax. The cooled metal is 
then finished and made into jewellery. This is the “lost wax” 
method of casting.

Chandelier  A style of earring that features multiple dangling beads, 
gems or metal ornaments often in tiers. Suspended from 
a post or French ear wire, this style resembles chandelier 
fixtures in their opulence.

Chatoyancy  Also known as the “cat’s eye effect”, chatoyancy is an optical 
phenomenon that causes a straight band of light to appear 
to move beneath the surface of the gemstone. Tiger’s eye 
is a classic gemstone that exhibits this effect. The word is 
derived from the French “œil de chat”, meaning “cat’s eye”.

Claw/Prong Set    A type of gemstone setting where claws or prongs are bent 
over the gemstone holding it in place. A decorative type of 
setting that allows for views of the gemstone from the top 
and sides. 

Coin Pearl   A pearl that is shaped like a disc: round but flattened on the 
sides. These pearls are cultured with a flat or coin shaped 
nucleus resulting in a pleasing coin shape. 

Cuff   A cuff is an oval shaped bracelet that is open at the back.  
The cuff encircles about 3/4 of the wrist and is easy to put 
on and take off. Cuff bracelets may be wide or skinny.

Cultured Pearl    Cultured pearls are created in controlled environments by 
specialists. A tiny nucleus (such as a piece of shell) is inserted 
into a mollusk shell and over time, the mollusk builds layers 
of nacre overtop of the irritant until a pearl is formed.  
Most pearls today are cultured rather than harvested  
from the wild.

Cushion Cut  A gemstone shape that is square with rounded corners. An 
attractive cut for both cabochons and faceted stones alike.

Dangle Earrings  Dangle earrings feature an element that drops below the 
earlobe and swings back and forth. The terms drops and 
dangles are often used interchangeably.

Drop Earrings  Drop earrings feature an element that drops below the 
earlobe. The terms drops and dangles are often used 
interchangeably.
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Ear Wire   Ear wires are a jewellery component designed to go through 
a pierced ear. They are made from wire and formed into a 
hook shape. The focal part of the earring attaches to the 
front of the ear wire. The French ear wire, or Shepherd’s 
Hook is a classic style of ear wire.  

Emerald Cut  A gemstone shape that is rectangular with beveled corners 
and a step cut. This cut is great for highlighting a clean, 
non-included stone. Dating back to the 16th century, 
and originally used by stonecutters to shape emerald 
gemstones, the emerald cut has become a very popular cut 
for many different gemstones. The clean, angular emerald 
cut gained great popularity in the Art Deco period.  

Faceted    A type of gemstone cut. A faceted stone has numerous 
flat polished surfaces on the surface, called facets. These 
allow for light to be reflected through the stone creating a 
glittering appearance. Transparent stones are often faceted.  

Findings   Findings are components used in jewellery used to decorate 
or connect elements. Findings are things like jump rings, 
clasps and ear wires and are not usually the feature of the 
design itself.  

Fine Silver   Fine silver is pure silver (or very close to pure at 99.9%). Fine 
silver is very soft and bendable and unsuitable for most 
jewellery applications, with a few exceptions. As such, silver 
is alloyed with copper to create sterling silver which is much 
harder and more durable. 

French Ear Wire  Also known as a “shepherd’s hook”, a french ear wire is 
shaped like a hook, with the end of the hook going through 
the ear. The focal part of the earring hangs from the front of 
the ear wire. A versatile style of ear wire that can be secured 
with a rubber “nut” on the end.

Freshwater Pearl  Freshwater pearls are cultured in freshwater environments 
by mollusks. Saltwater pearls, including Akoya, Tahitian and 
South Sea Pearls, are cultured in saltwater environments 
by oysters. Cultured freshwater pearls are generally far less 
expensive than saltwater pearls & can be created in a wide 
array of shapes such as button & coin pearls.

Friction Back  Also known as an “ear nut” or “push back”, a friction back 
is the small metal piece that is pushed onto an ear post 
to secure it in the ear. The friction back remains in place 
through the force of friction.

Gold   A favourite metal for jewellery throughout history, gold is 
prized for its beautiful colour, durability & for the fact that it 
hardly tarnishes. Pure 24K gold is much too soft to make into 
jewellery. It is alloyed with other metals like silver, copper & 
zinc to make it harder & more durable. For example 14K gold 
is 14 parts pure gold and 10 parts other metals. The higher 
the karat, the more yellow the gold appears. 
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Gold (cont’d)  Rose gold obtains it’s rose-y hue from a higher copper 
content. White gold obtains it’s whitish-grey hue from a 
higher nickel content. This can be problematic as nickel can 
be an irritant so many people are now opting for palladium 
white gold which is a beautiful and irritation-free alternative. 

Gold Filled/Rose Gold Filled   Sometimes referred to as Rolled gold, gold filled jewellery 
simply means that an outer layer of solid karat gold is heat 
& pressure bonded to an interior core of another metal 
(usually brass). Gold filled is referred to as 12/20 or 14/20.  
The first number refers to the karat gold (12k or 14k) and the 
second number refers to the amount by weight in relation 
to the inner core (14/20 means that 5% of the weight is karat 
gold). The value of gold filled jewellery is higher as there is 
an actual layer of gold rather than a microscopic film as in 
plated or vermeil jewellery which tend to wear off after time.  
Gold filled jewellery is a beautiful & inexpensive alternative 
to solid gold and can last a lifetime with proper care. 

Hammer Finish  A decorative metal finish that features small indentations, or 
dimples, on the surface that catch the light and shimmer. At 
Mikel Grant Jewellery all of our hammer finished pieces are 
created by hand with a highly polished specialty hammer. 

Handcrafted    This can mean many different things from assembling beads 
on a string to using saws, files, torches & other tools to 
create jewellery from scratch. What it means to us is that we 
intentionally craft jewellery with traditional hand tools (like 
saws, files & torches) in a slow process with love, care & skill.  
Each piece bears the marks of the maker so that you can 
have a personal connection to your jewellery. 

Hardness   When speaking of gemstones, hardness is measured with 
the Mohs Scale which rates stones on a scale from 1 to 10 
with diamond being a 10, the hardest. Gemstones that 
are lower on the hardness scale may be better suited for 
earrings or necklaces or more careful wear if set in a ring.  
Harder gemstones will resist scratching better than soft 
stones.  

Hoops   A classic style of earring and one of the oldest styles of 
jewellery worn across the world. A hoop is a circular earring 
with a post that goes through the pierced ear. Hoops can 
be open or closed. Open hoops have a gap and are secured 
with an ear nut. Closed hoops do not have a gap and appear 
to be one continuous piece. 

Inclusions   Inclusions are a stone’s natural birthmark. Inclusions are 
materials trapped inside a mineral during its formation 
that add to the uniqueness and character of a gemstone.  
Inclusions vary in size, shape, colour and material.

Jump Rings  A versatile component, or finding, used in jewellery 
assembly. Jump rings are  round wire rings with a split that 
can be opened and closed. Usually quite small, jump rings 
are often used to attach an earring to the ear wire or the 
lobster claw clasp to the chain itself. 
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Karat   Karat is the measurement of gold purity based on a 24 parts.  
24K gold is pure gold. 14K gold is 14 parts (58.3%) pure gold 
and 10 parts (41.7%) of another alloy (like silver & copper). 

 
Labradorescence  A specific type of adularescence, or schiller, existing in 

the gemstone labradorite. Labradorite’s internal structure 
causes the selective reflection of certain colours (commonly 
blues) creating a stunning gemstone.

Lobster Claw Clasp  A very secure style of clasp that resembles a lobster claw.  
These clasps have a hook with a spring-powered arm that 
can be opened and closed. All of Mikel Grant Jewellery’s 
necklaces & chain bracelets are finished with lobster claw 
clasps.

Love Knot    The term love knot dates back to the Middle Ages when 
the bond between two lovers was symbolized by a stylized 
bow, usually of ribbon. Knots have featured prominently as a 
design across time and cultures, symbolizing connection and 
protection. The modern love knot is an infinite knot, without 
beginning or end, which symbolizes constancy and the 
eternal nature of love. At Mikel Grant Jewellery each piece 
in our love knot collection honours this deep meaning and 
combines elegance, comfort and tradition. 

Lustre   Derived from the Latin word lux, meaning light, lustre 
refers to the quality of light reflected back from a pearl’s 
surface. Light travels through translucent layers of nacre & 
is reflected back to the eye creating a beautiful glow. Lustre 
quality varies from pearl to pearl. 

Mabe Pearl  Also known as a “blister pearl” these are half-pearls cultured 
on the inside of a mollusk shell. Valued for their larger size 
& gorgeous nacre, mabe pearls make great statement 
jewellery. Cultivated from the pteria penguin shell, mabe 
pearls take 2-3 years to form.

Marquise   A gemstone shape in which the stone is elongated, pointed 
at both ends and longer than it is wide, similar to the shape 
of an almond. Also known as a navette (meaning “little ship” 
in old French). An attractive cut for both cabochons and 
faceted stones.

Nacre   Also known as mother of pearl,  nacre is the beautiful 
translucent, iridescent material that forms inside a mollusk 
shell. The mollusk builds up layers of organic & inorganic 
materials overtop of a particle or foreign material, like a 
grain of sand. Over time, nacre builds up in thousands of 
overlapping layers creating a pearl.

  
Necklace   A piece of jewellery worn around the neck often comprised 

of an ornamental chain of beads, links or jewels. 
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Oxidized/Antiqued/    These terms all refer to an intentional chemical process 
that causes sterling silver to darken in colour. Oxidized 
silver allows for wonderful contrasts in design. When silver 
highlights are polished and the recesses remain dark, the 
design can be accentuated beautifully. Oxidized silver also 
provides a wonderful contrast against gold or gemstones, 
making these designs pop.  

Pear Cut   Also known as a teardrop, this gemstone shape features a 
point at one end and a wider, rounded edge at the other 
end. An attractive cut for both cabochons and faceted 
stones alike. 

Pearl   An organic gemstone created from multiple layers of 
nacre formed within mollusc shells. Most pearls today are 
cultured as they are extremely rare to find in nature. Pearls 
are the birthstone for June and the traditional anniversary 
gemstone for years 3 and 30 of marriage. 

Pendant   A pendant is a piece of jewellery that hangs from a chain 
worn around the neck. Pendants are usually the main focal 
point of the necklace.

Polish   The condition of a metal’s surface. A high polish displays a 
smooth, shiny, reflective surface.  

Post   The thin piece of metal attached to an earring that goes 
through the pierced earlobe.

Precious   Gemstones were separated into precious & semi-precious 
during the 1800s and this historical classification has stayed 
with us. There are four gemstones considered “precious”:  
diamonds, rubies, emeralds and sapphires. In terms of 
metals: gold, silver, platinum & palladium are considered 
precious metals.

Princess Cut  A gemstone shape that is square with beveled edges. A 
princess cut stone appears square if viewed from above and 
like an inverted pyramid if viewed from the side.

Rolo Chain  A versatile style of chain featuring round or oval links all 
connected in a chain. This allows for movement without 
kinking. You will find rolo chains on most of our designs.  

Rose Cut    A type of gemstone cut. A variation of a cabochon 
gemstone, a rose cut stone has a flat back and a curved 
surface with numerous facets on top. Rose cut stones allow 
for a lower profile than traditionally faceted stones while 
keeping the sparkly effect of faceting.

Rose Gold   Rose gold obtains it’s rose-y hue from a higher copper 
content. White gold obtains it’s whitish-grey hue from a 
higher nickel content. This can be problematic as nickel can 
be an irritant so many people are now opting for palladium 
white gold which is a beautiful and irritation-free alternative. 
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Saddle Ring     A ring shape in which a wide top tapers towards a narrow 
back, much like the shape of a saddle. Sometimes with 
a concave top. These rings are a great option for a 
comfortable statement ring with a wide showy top and 
comfortable narrow back.

Semi-precious    Any gemstone not considered “precious” such as 
moonstone, garnet, amethyst etc.  

Shank     The shank of a ring is the band that sits around your finger.  
There are numerous styles of ring shanks to choose from.

Snake Chain  A sleek style of chain made from round, slightly curved 
metal plates or bands tightly joined together which create 
a subtle zig-zag effect along the length of the chain. Snake 
chains move with a slithering type of motion.

Soft Square  A soft square has rounded corners rather than sharp, 
90 degree angles. A soft square ring shank is a highly 
comfortable ring shape to wear since our fingers aren’t 
completely round. 

Solder      A method of joining two pieces of metal together. The 
process of soldering jewellery involves placing a tiny piece of 
solder (a metal alloy) on top of the join between two pieces 
of metal and heating the entire piece with a torch until the 
solder flows between them, creating a nearly invisible and 
very strong bond. 

Solitaire     A solitaire is a piece of jewellery featuring a single gemstone 
or pearl. 

Split Shank  A split shank ring has a shank that splits in two from a central 
point. Attractive & secure, a split shank is a great choice 
to support larger stones as it will keep a ring from slipping 
around one’s finger.

Stacking/Stackable Ring  Usually narrow bands that are meant to be worn in multiples.  
Great for mixing and matching, stacking rings come in 
different metals and textures and look great in combination. 

Statement Jewellery  Often big and bold, statement jewellery is unique and 
creates a statement about the wearer, allowing them to 
showcase their personal style. Any eye-catching piece can 
be considered statement jewellery, whether necklace, ring, 
bracelet, pin or earring. At Mikel Grant Jewellery we love 
creating statement pieces that allow you to embrace your 
unique personal style. 

Step Cut   A gemstone shape which features rows of facets laid out in 
a step-like fashion. Step cut stones have four sides and are 
generally rectangular in shape.

Sterling Silver    Sterling silver (also referred to as .925) is made up of 92.5% 
pure silver and 7.5% copper. Pure silver is far too soft for 
jewellery so it is alloyed with copper to make it stronger & 
suitable for jewellery. 
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Studs   Stud, or post, earrings are meant for pierced ears and 
feature a post that goes through the pierced earlobe and 
is secured with an ear nut. Studs usually have small gems or 
small designs in simple settings. Our breathe studs are an 
example of a stud earring. 

Tarnish   A natural process that causes a metal to lose its lustre.  
Exposure to air and moisture will cause silver and gold to 
develop tarnish. Tarnish can be exacerbated by things like 
lotion, swimming pool chlorine and perfumes. Tarnish can 
be easily removed however with a polishing cloth or with 
jewellery cleaner on a soft cloth. A good rule of thumb for 
keeping your jewellery bright and shiny is “Last on, first off,” 
meaning that your jewellery is the last thing you put on after 
you get ready for the day and the first thing you take off 
before you do dishes, shower or go swimming.

Trapiche Amethyst  Sometimes referred to as “atomic amethyst”, trapiche 
amethyst exhibits unique colour zoning with radiating 
spokes of inclusions. These naturally occurring gems display 
gorgeous bands of light lavenders and darker violets. These 
are definitely gemstones with character. 

Tumble Polished    A method of polishing jewellery. In our studio we place our 
jewellery along with a mixture of steel shot, soap and water 
in a barrel that rotates for a minimum of eight hours to 
achieve a highly polished (or burnished) surface. A very eco-
friendly method of polishing jewellery.  

Vermeil   Vermeil jewellery is sterling silver which has been plated  
with gold.  
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